**GOLD AWARD - LOCKED4KIDS CHILD RESISTANT CARTON BOX - BY ECOLLISS**

**Company:** Locked4Kids BV  
**Country:** Netherlands  
**Email:** r.linsen@ecobliss.com  
**Web:** www.locked4kids.com

Locked4Kids is the World’s first Child Resistant Carton certified against both the ISO/EN 8317 and US 16 CRF 1700.20 standard. This innovation acts as a last line of defense against unintentional child poisoning. Locked4Kids will prevent numerous accidents and save the lives of many young children. Locked4Kids has been designed to prevent young children from gaining access to the content. Adults however should be able to open the packaging easily. Locked4Kids consists of a carton and a tray in which blisters with medicine or other products, dangerous for young kids, can be packaged.

**SILVER AWARD - TARGET CLEARRX V2**

**Company:** Berry Plastics Corporation  
**Country:** USA  
**Email:** meghanseibert@berryplastics.com  
**Web:** www.berryplastics.com

ClearRx’s major innovations begin with its one-piece squeeze-and-turn closure, based on Berry Plastics patented Tab-II design, reducing material by 50%. ClearRx can now stand on both its closure and base, and the colored identification rings are now injection molded polypropylene. The overall redesign reduced total components from 32 to 14.

**BRONZE AWARD - INNOVATIVE DESIGN OF CHINA PLATES PACKAGING**

**Company:** Yongjun Chen, Xiaojing Liu / Nanchang University  
**Country:** China  
**Email:** packstar@cepi-china.com

Recycled paper plates, a paper molding, simple operation, low cost, environmentally friendly, all of the information printed on the tape, saving production costs stickers and consumption. Avoids the existing high-cost ceramic package causing huge waste and use of social inconvenience. Very little material to achieve good protection.